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ResApp Health (RAP) 
Calling the Doctor on my Smartphone 

ResApp is an Australian based medical diagnostic technology development company that 
is developing health care solutions that can have a positive impact on patients and 
healthcare costs, 
 
Key Points 
 
x RAP has developed a disease diagnostic tool that runs on a smart phone: RAP has 

developed an application that runs on a smartphone that “listens” to patients cough and 
determines an appropriate diagnosis using algorithms from the sound signature of the 
cough. The system was originally developed by researchers at the University of Queensland 
using funds from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The system can be likened to a 
digital stethoscope but its real value besides the diagnostic ability is that it can be used to 
perform a remote diagnosis, which makes this an ideal tool for the telemedicine market. 
 

x RAP is undertaking a clinical trial with encouraging early results: RAP is currently 
conducting a trial at two hospitals in Perth: Joondalup Health Campus and Princess 
Margaret Children’s Hospital. Preliminary results from the study have been very encouraging 
with a 95% accuracy for distinguishing patients with asthma from healthy subjects and a 
96% accuracy for distinguishing patients with viral pneumonia. 
 

x Telemedicine is a growing sector: Healthcare costs have far outstripped inflation over the 
years and if the trend continues healthcare will dominate all other areas of public spending. 
Some observers say that if the trajectory in healthcare costs in Australia is extrapolated into 
the future the entire Federal and State budget will be spent in this area. This means there 
will be no money for defence, social programs, education etc. It is believed that increasing 
the use of telemedicine is a way of containing spiralling costs. Helping to drive the move to 
telemedicine is that it is expected that there will be an uptake in digital health largely, which 
will be driven by increasing use of smartphones and miniaturisation of health care sensors. 
 

x Full market development of a telemedicine app is low cost relative to other medical 
interventions: RAP is in the process of carrying out clinical trials but these trials are low 
cost in comparison to drug trials, which can cost billions and take many years to complete. 
RAP has started to prepare for FDA trials as the ultimate target market is the United States. 
 

x Multiple potential revenue streams: RAP intends to partner with telehealth providers and 
charge per consolation, and then move to a consumer distribution model and ultimately 
partner with device manufacturers and telecommunication providers. 
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Company Information 
ASX Code RAP 
Last Price ($) $0.03 
12 month share low $0.02 
12 month share high $0.03 
Shares on Issue (m) 249  
Market Capitalisation ($m) 8                 
Daily Volume 5.5m                           

Bloomberg, DJC Research 
 
 

 
Business Description 
ResApp Health Ltd. is engaged in the research and 
commercial development of drugs. It develops 
smart phone medical applications for the diagnosis 
and management of respiratory disease. The 
technology is based on a machine learning 
algorithm that uses sound alone without the need 
for additional hardware to diagnose and measure 
the severity of a respiratory condition. The 
algorithm has been successfully tested for 
pneumonia and asthma diagnosis in a clinical proof 
of concept study. The company is  also engaged 
in mineral exploration. The company was founded 
on September 13, 2000 by John Majewski and is 
headquartered in Perth, Australia.   

Factset, DJC Research 
 
 

Directors  
Roger Aston Non-Exec. Chairman 
Tony Keating CEO/MD/Director 
Adam Sierakowski Non-Exec. Director 
Chris Ntoumenopoulos Non-Exec. Director 
Robert Ramsay Non-Exec. Director 
  

 
Major Shareholders  
Uniquest Pty Ltd 7% 
Freeman Road 5% 
Peterson Superfund 4% 
Brian Leedman 3% 
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Investment Points 
 

RAP has developed a disease diagnostic tool that runs on a smart phone: RAP has 
developed an application that runs on a smartphone that “listens” to patients cough and 
determines an appropriate diagnosis using algorithms from the sound signature of the cough. 
The system was originally developed by researchers at the University of Queensland using funds 
from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The system can be likened to a digital stethoscope 
but its real value besides the diagnostic ability is that it can be used to perform a remote 
diagnosis, which makes this an ideal tool for the telemedicine market. 

 

  
 

Figure 29: Digital signature of a cough     Source: RAP 
 
RAP is undertaking a clinical trial with encouraging early results: RAP is currently 
conducting a trial at two hospitals in Perth: Joondalup Health Campus and Princess Margaret 
Children’s Hospital. Preliminary results from the study have been very encouraging with a 95% 
accuracy for distinguishing patients with asthma from healthy subjects and a 96% accuracy for 
distinguishing patients with viral pneumonia. 
 
Telemedicine is a growing sector: Healthcare costs have far outstripped inflation over the 
years and if the trend continues healthcare will dominate all other areas of public spending. Some 
observers say that if the trajectory in healthcare costs in Australia is extrapolated into the future 
the entire Federal and State budget will be spent in this area. This means there will be no money 
for defence, social programs, education etc. It is believed that increasing the use of telemedicine 
is a way of containing spiralling costs. Helping to drive the move to telemedicine is that it is 
expected that there will be an uptake in digital health largely, which will be driven by increasing 
use of smartphones and miniaturisation of health care sensors. 
 
According to Deloitte there were 75 million telehealth consultations in 2014 and telehealth 
consultations have been growing by 56% per year, which represents a $12 to $16 billion market 
opportunity. Large US companies such as the pharmacy group Walgreens are entering this 
space as they see this as the future of affordable healthcare. RAP’s remote diagnostic tool for 
respiratory illnesses is very important as these disease make up a large portion of presentations 
to doctors and hospitals. 
 
Full market development of a telemedicine app is low cost relative to other medical 
interventions: RAP is in the process of carrying out clinical trials but these trials are low cost in 
comparison to drug trials, which can cost billions and take many years to complete. RAP has 
started to prepare for FDA trials as the ultimate target market is the United States. 
 
Multiple potential revenue streams: RAP intends to partner with telehealth providers and 
charge per consolation, and then move to a consumer distribution model and ultimately partner 
with device manufacturers and telecommunication providers. 
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Corporate Summary 

    
RAP is developing digital healthcare solutions to assist doctors and empower patients to diagnose 
and manage respiratory disease. The company is creating easy to use, affordable, clinically-
validated and regulatory-approved diagnostic tools that only require a smartphone. The solutions 
are designed to be easily integrated into existing telehealth solutions and RAP is also working on 
apps to provide respiratory disease diagnosis and management directly to consumers and 
healthcare providers. 
 
Directors and management 
 
Dr Roger Aston - Non-Executive Chairman 
 
Dr Roger Aston, BSc (Hons) PhD is currently the Executive Chairman of OncoSil Medical. He has 
had extensive experience on boards of many pharmaceutical companies, and has been Chief 
Executive Officer of Pitney Pharmaceuticals Ltd, PSIMedica, pSiOncology Pte Ltd, Peptech and 
Cambridge Antibody Technology. 
 
In 2001, Dr Aston co-founded pSivida Limited. He served as the Chief Executive Officer of Mayne 
Pharma Group Limited until 15 February 2012. During his career, Dr Aston has been closely 
involved in start-up companies and major pharmaceutical companies. Aspects of his experience 
include FDA and EU product registration, clinical trials, global licensing agreements, fundraising 
through private placements, and a network of contacts within the pharmaceutical, banking and 
stock broking sectors. 
 
Dr Aston is both a scientist and a seasoned biotechnology entrepreneur, with a successful track 
record in both fields. He currently has several executive and non-executive board positions with 
prominent biotechnology companies.  
 
Dr Tony Keating - Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director 
 
Dr Tony Keating has over 9 years’ experience in commercialising technology. Dr Keating created 
the initial business strategy for ResApp and has led the commercialization of ResApp’s technology 
to date. Previously, Dr Keating was Director, Commercial Engagement at UniQuest Pty Ltd, one of 
the global leaders in commercialisation of university technology. While at UniQuest, Dr Keating 
held roles as interim Chief Executive Officer and Non-Executive Director for a number of privately-
held, venture-capital funded start-up companies. Prior to joining UniQuest Dr Keating held business 
development and engineering management roles at Exa Corporation, a US-based software 
company that is now listed on the NASDAQ. 
 
Dr Keating holds a Bachelor of Engineering, a Master of Engineering Science and a Doctor of 
Philosophy (Mechanical Engineering) from The University of Queensland. Dr Keating also has an 
Executive Certificate of Management and Leadership from the MIT Sloan School of Management, 
and is a Graduate Member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.  
 
Mr Adam - Sierakowski Non-Executive Director 
 
Adam Sierakowski is a lawyer and founding director of the legal firm Price Sierakowski. He has 
over 20 years’ experience in legal practice, much of which he has spent as a corporate lawyer 
consulting and advising on a range of transactions to a variety of large private and listed public 
entities. He is the co-founder and director of Perth based corporate advisory business, Trident 
Capital, where he has for years advised a variety of large private and public companies on 
structuring their transactions and coordinating fundraising both domestically and overseas. 
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Mr Sierakowski has held a number of board positions with ASX listed companies and is currently 
a member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and the Association of Mining and 
Exploration Companies.  
 
Mr Chris Ntoumenopoulos - Non-Executive Director 
 
Mr Ntoumenopoulos is a partner at CPS Capital, a WA based Stockbroking and Corporate Advisory 
firm. He has worked in financial markets for the past 12 years, focusing on Capital Raisings, 
Portfolio Management and Corporate Advisory. Mr Ntoumenopoulos has advised and funded 
numerous ASX companies from early stage venture capital, through to IPO. He is an executive 
director of various private companies which span across finance, technology and medical sectors. 
Mr Ntoumenopoulos has a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of WA, majoring in 
Money and Banking, Investment Finance and Electronic Commerce 
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DJC Corporate Directory 
 

    
Private Client Dealing  Email Telephone 

    
Chad South Head of Retail Advisory csouth@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5225 

Tim Bennett Private Client Adviser tbennett@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5351 

Matthew Blake Executive Director - Private Client Adviser mblake@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5248 

Eve Broadley Private Client Adviser ebroadley@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5324 

Gregory Chionh Private Client Adviser gchionh@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5302 

Gerry Connolly Private Client Adviser gconnolly@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5265 

Paul Covich Private Client Adviser pcovich@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5257 

Andrew Cox Private Client Adviser (Equities & Derivatives) acox@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5237 

Toby Jefferis Private Client Adviser tjefferis@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5217 

Michael Marano Private Client Adviser mmarano@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5238 

Derek Steinepreis Private Client Adviser dsteinepreis@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5292 

James Titcombe Private Client Adviser jtitcombe@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5254 

Hamish Wyllie Private Client Adviser hwyllie@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5290 

Jason Murray Dealers Assistant jmurray@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5260 

Ben Osborne Dealers Assistant bosborne@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5251 

Zac Paul Dealers Assistant zpaul@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5272 

Zach Stent Dealers Assistant zstent@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5325 
    
Wealth Management  Email Telephone 
    
Brad Clarke Wealth Manager bclarke@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5224 

Paul Elkington Wealth Manager pelkington@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5285 

Ross Fawell Wealth Manager rfawell@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5232 

Domenic Macri Wealth Manager dmacri@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5263 

Cameron Pratt Wealth Manager cpratt@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5314 

Nick Casale Portfolio Administration Manager ncasale@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5215 
    
Institutional Sales  Email Telephone 

    
Scott Robertson Institutional Sales srobertson@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5218 
    
Research  Email Telephone 

    
Paul Adams Director - Head of Research and Natural Resources padams@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5234 

Michael Eidne Director - Head of Industrials meidne@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5213 
    
Corporate Finance  Email Telephone 

    
Davide Bosio Managing Director - Head of Investment Banking dbosio@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5210 

Mark Riseley Director - Corporate Finance Executive mriseley@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5291 

Carly Circosta Manager - Corporate Finance Executive ccircosta@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5268 
    
Administration  Email Telephone 

    
Cadell Buss Chief Executive Officer cbuss@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5204 

Belinda Roychowdhury Administration Manager broychowdhury@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5216 

Michael Ron Compliance Officer mron@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5264 

Rowena Paterson Compliance Advisor rpaterson@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5221 

Janelle Whyte Chief Financial Officer jwhyte@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5241 

Fiona Garvie Assistant Accountant fgarvie@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5220 

Kerry Morrice Administration Assistant KMorrice@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5279 

Brenda Woodenberg Reception bwoodenberg@djcarmichael.com.au +61 8 9263 5200 
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Disclosure Disclaimer                                                                                                                       RCAN1303 
 

 
 
This Research report, accurately expresses the personal view of the Author. All the information utilised in this report is accurate and current at the date 
stated on this report. 
 
DJ Carmichael Pty Limited, members of the Research Team; including authors of this report, its directors and employees advise that they may hold 
securities, may have an interest in and/or earn brokerage and other benefits or advantages, either directly or indirectly from client transactions in stocks 
mentioned in this report. 
 
. 
DJ Carmichael Pty Ltd has participated in placements in Collaborate Corporation Ltd and has acted as the Corporate Advisor and was paid a fee for 
these services. DJ Carmichael Pty Ltd underwrote a rights issue in Collaborate Corporation Ltd and was paid a fee for this service. 
 
DJ Carmichael Pty Ltd acted as the Corporate Advisor for Chrysalis Resources and was paid a fee for these services. 
 
DJ Carmichael Pty Ltd has participated in placements in Crowd Mobile Ltd and has acted as the Corporate Advisor to Crowd Mobile Ltd and was paid 
a fee for these services. DJ Carmichael Pty Limited holds securities in Crowd Mobile Ltd. DJ Carmichael Pty Ltd underwrote a rights issue in Crowd 
Mobile Ltd and was paid a fee for these services. DJ Carmichael Pty Limited holds securities in Crowd Mobile Ltd. 
 
DJ Carmichael Pty Ltd has participated in placements in iWebgate was paid a fee for these services. 

 
DJ Carmichael Pty Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of DJ Carmichael Group Pty Ltd ACN 114 921 247.  
 
In accordance with Section 949A of the Corporations Act 2001 D J Carmichael Pty Limited advise this email contains general financial advice only.  In 
preparing this document D J Carmichael Pty Limited did not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs (‘financial 
circumstances’) of any particular person.  Accordingly, before acting on any advice contained in this document, you should assess whether the advice is 
appropriate in light of your own financial circumstances or contact your D J Carmichael Pty Limited adviser.  D J Carmichael Pty Limited, its Directors 
employees and advisers may earn brokerage or commission from any transactions undertaken on your behalf as a result of acting upon this information.  
D J Carmichael Pty Limited, its directors and employees advise that they may hold securities, may have an interest in and/or earn brokerage and other 
benefits or advantages, either directly or indirectly, from client transactions. D J Carmichael Pty Limited believe that the advice herein is accurate however 
no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given in relation to any advice or information contained in this publication and no responsibility for any loss or  
damage whatsoever arising in any way for  any representation, act or omission, whether express or implied (including responsibility to any persons by 
reason of negligence), is accepted by  DJ Carmichael Pty Limited or any officer, agent or employee of D J Carmichael Pty Limited. This message is intended 
only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure 
under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient or employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication and its attachments is strictly prohibited.  
 
 
To elect not to receive any further direct marketing communications from us, please reply to this email and type 'opt out ' in the subject line. Please allow 
two weeks for request to be processed. 
 
© 2015 No part of this report may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without permission of DJ Carmichael Pty Limited.  

  
Recommendation Definitions 
 
SPECULATIVE BUY – 10% out-performance, but high risk 
BUY – 10% or more out-performance 
ACCUMULATE – 10% or more out-performance, buy on share price weakness 
REDUCE - 10% or more under-performance, sell on share price strength 
HOLD – 10% underperformance to 10% over performance 
SELL – 10% or more underperformance 
 
Period: During the forthcoming 12 months, at any time during that period and not necessarily just at the end of those 12 months. 
 

 


